The International Student City of Copenhagen, ISCC
Support the new initiative that will create an international student city in Ørestaden after the Parisian model, but a modern Nordic version
In the south of Paris, 5000
students from 120 countries
worldwide lives in the international city for students,
CIUP (Cité Internatonale Universitaire de Paris). The city
was founded in 1920 and
has since developed into
a town with 40 dormitory
buildings, each donated by
different countries. Denmark
has also donated a dormitory building back in 1932,
Sweden in 1931 and Norway
in 1953.

Private metro station
CIUP has its own metro sta-

Fact box
Cité Internatonale Universitaire de Paris is located
in the southern part of
Paris and consists of 40
dormitory buildings each
donated by a country.

along with architect Louis
Becker, Manager Christian
Gjersøe, lawyer Morten Riise-Knudsen, former Foreign
Minister Per Stig Moller and
dr. Sam Nilsson, has as a
model for the creation of a

enough for the student city’s
growth over the next 25-50
years. ISCC has an option for
15 hectares next to Sundby
Metro St.
The location is also ideal
for Copenhagen Business
School, The university of
Copenhagen, The IT-university (the Copenhagen department) and the universities In
the area of Lund-Malmø.

Master plan ready

The entrance to Cité Internationale Universitaire de Paris

Henning Larsen’s studio (the
company behind among
other projects Copenhagen
Opera House ) , has prepared

TThe very impressive international house in CIUP in Paris is built in the same style as the Fontainebleau Castle

Government, from pension
funds, from foundations
(Danish and foreign) and
from property companies
are still ongoing. The first
phase of the ISCC construction (2-3 years) is to build
one or two Danish student
dormitories, a Norwegian,
one Swedish and perhaps a
Chinese. In phase 1 is also
the construction of the international common cultural
center (5000 sqm in the first
phase, and later extended to
10,000 sqm).

The Danish
dormitory in
CIUP, Paris.

tion and the entire base area
of 36 hectares was originally
donated by the Paris municipality. The main building
of 10,000 sqm containing
library, theater, concert hall,
swimming pool, sports facilities, cafes and restaurants
and was originally donated
by John D. Rockefeller Jr. The
students are mixed as such.
Denmark’s college should
only be inhabited by 50%
of Danes, the rest must be
other nationalities to ensure
international exchange.

Read more about ISCC “The
International Student City of
Copenhagen “ on www.ISCC.
nu or scan the following QRCode with your Smartphone.

similar student city in Copenhagen.

Thousands of students
In 2013 there were 18,000
foreign students in Denmark
- most of them in Copenhagen. There were 2,500 from
Norway, 1800 from Sweden,
1500 from Germany, 1500
from the Baltic countries,
1300 from Romania and
Bulgaria, 1300 from China,
1300 from Iceland and Finland and 800 from Poland.

It is CIUP, that the organizer,
civil engineer Jørgen Rossen,

The new student city should
be central to the subway
or commuter train and the
surface area must be large

Civil Engineer Jørgen Rossen

Lawyer Morten Riise-Knudsen

Danish Initiator

The Danish student city proposed to be located in an area between Sundby metro station and Amager Fælled

The location close to a metro station is an important
part of the project

The Swedish student building in CIUP in Paris.

a master plan for the project
based on a location in Copenhagen. The master plan
can be downloaded from
www.iscc.nu.

Henning Larsen´s studio has already prepared a master plan for the
student city

The work to obtain financial
support from the Danish

Manager Christian Gjersøe

Architect Louis Becker

The master plan contains proposals on student city’s inception and expansion plans for ongoing expansion

